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l. Calculate the pressure difference between the points A and B. Specific gravity of oil is
0.8.

Define total presSure and center of pressure in static fluid prove that the center of pressure

for a vertically immersed plane surface is always below its centoid. [2+6]

Derive Bernoulli's equation with the help of Euler's equation of fluid motion for a real

florv. Sketch IIGL and EGL for the horizontal circular pipe of gradually expanding cross-

section towards the direction of flow. [2+2]

4. Veriff that for the most economical trapezoidal channel, the length of one channel side

must be equal to half the length of the top-width of the section. '

The following are the data obtained in a stream-gauging operation. A current meter with a

calibration equation V: (0.55N+0.04) m/s, where N: revolutions per second was used to

measure the velocity at 0.6 depth. Calculate the discharge in the stream. t7l

W-hat is water hammer? Write down the problems with water hammer. Water is flowing

tfuough a cast-iron pipe of diameter 150 mm and thickness 10 mm which is provided with

a valve at i y stopped with closing the valve. Find the mocirnum

velocity of sure due to sudden cldsure of valve is 1.962 MN/#.
.7 GN/m2. t1+2+51Take K: I l

What do you mean by economical diameter of penstock pipe? How it can be achieved? [l+4]

Explain hydraulic tunnels and its design features. [1+5]

What is cavitation? What are its effects and how can it be avoided in reaction turbines? ll+2+21

tsl
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10, Explain the differences between Pre-feasibility and Feasibility studies in hydropower

projects.

11. Determine the firm and secondary energy for the following set of dataof average monthly
o over a

Months Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug sep Oct Nov Dec

a
(m3/s)

150 250 300 425 500 100 1250 1 100 1000 1300 1600 500

12. Check the stability of concrete gravity dam against overturning and sliding. Consider

F: A.7, T*n"r.t" : 24 kl.{/m3, average shear strength of material at the horizontal section
(q) = 1400 ktl/m.

30m

t
13. What is the function of a spillway?

use in spillway.

ryl5m{6rn i

Describe with sketches the vertical and rdius gate

[2+41
*t*

flows of river

t4I

t8l

t8l
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Anempt All questions.
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Assume suitable dqta tf necessary.

a) Define mass density, specific weight, specific volume and specific gravity. t2l
b) A liquid compressed in a cylinder has a volume of 3600 cm3 at pressure 4 MN/m2 and

a volume of fZOO cm3 at pressure 8 lvtN/m2. What is bulk modulus of elasticity? t4]

A vertical rectangular gate 4m x 2m (4 m side being vertical) is hinged at a point 10 cm

below the centre of gravity of the gate. The depth of water is 6 m above the bottom of the
gate. What is horizontal force must be applied at the bottom of the gate to keep it in
vertical position? t8]

Define the following and give one practical example for each i) steady and unsteady flow
ii) laminar and turbulent flow t4l

Find the,normal depth of flow in a triangular channel having longitudinal slope of 0.0004

and side slopes of l:1 when it carries 1 m'/sec, manning roughness coefficient
(n):0.014.

5. Compute the stream flow for the measurement data given below.

Distance (m) 0 0.6 t2 1.8 2.4 3.0 3.6 4.2 4.8 5.4 6.0 6.6

Depth (m) 0 0.3 r.29 2.r6 2.55 2.22 1.68 t.4l 1.05 0.63 0.42 0

Velocity (m/s) at
0.2d

0 0.42 0.s7 0.78 0.87 0.8 r 0,75 0.69 0.63 0.54 0.45 0

Velocity (mis) at
0.8d

0 0.21 0.36 0.s4 0.60 0.30 0.51 0.45 0.39 0.33 0.30 0

6. Mean monthly flow for a Nepalese river is given below, the net.head of river 150m,

overall efficiency of 85%. Assume 10%o of water of minimum flow is required to be left
for environment and downstream user in the river. Determine tle primary and secondary
energy produced by the plant, if design discharge is set to 950 m'/s. [ 0]

Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

Om'/s 100 120 140 300 350 r 800 2000 2520 2000 900 650 500

Assume any other date suitably if required.

a) What do you mean by a spillway? Briefly describe on ogee spillway. l4l
b) A concrcte gravity dam has maxirnum reservoir level 250 m, base level of dam

200 m, tail water elevation 210 m, base width of dam 40 m, location of drainage
gallery l0 m from upstream face which may be assumed as vertical. Compute
hydrostatic thrust and uplift force per unit length of dam at its base level. Assume

50% reduction in net seepage head at the location of the drainage gallery. [5+5]

).
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8. A conical draft tube having inlet and outlet diameters 1.5 m and 2.1 m discharges water at

outlet with a velocity of 3 m/s. The total length of the draft tube is 7.5 m and 1.5 m of
length of draft tube is immersed in water. If loss of head due to friction in draft tube is

0.2 x velocity head at the tube outlet, determine pressrue head at inlet of the draft tube.

Also find the efficiency of the draft tube. t6l

g. Why settling basin is essential in hydropower electric project in Nepal? Draw a layout

ptan and section of typical settling basin along with its design criteria. [3+3]

10. Describe the selection criteria of hydraulic turbines for hydroelectric power plants. t4l
I l. Describe various types of spillways used in hydropower plants with neat sketches. t4)

i
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The figu-es in the margin indicate FUN t*[grlp'

Assume suitable data if necesso'ry'

a) classifu the fluicl flows w-ith examples: (i) Laminar versus Ttrbuient (ii) steady

versus UnsteadY.

b) Discuss surface tension and Capillarity'

Find the net hydrostatic force per unit width on rectangular panel AB in the figwe given

below and determine its line of action'

l.
l2+2J

t4l

li0l
aL"

J. A pipe 5 cm diameter is 5 m long and carries a discharge of 0.005 *3/r. Find the loss of

head due to friction. The centru{2 m lenglh of the pipe is replaced by a pipe 7.5 cm

diameter, the cSanges of section being r.rdd"n. Detemrine the loss of head due to these

alternatives considlring all rosses. Take f : 0.0i for ail pipes anci contraction loss

coeffrcient: 0.5. 
e 

[4+6]

At knolrn distances from an initial point on the strearn bank, the measured depth and

velocity of a rive r ate shown in table. Calculate the corresponding discharge at this

location. t8l

Distance from initial 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
a

80 90 99

Depth (m 0 1.0 1.5 2.4 2.5 3.0 3.5 3"0 2.4 1.5 0

Mean velocity (rru's) 0 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 r.6 1.3 1.0 0.5 0

Following table shows the mean rnonthly flow of a typical river of Nepal..Ilstimate the

prinrary ind secondary energies availabie i e \AYo

of *;ni*o* flow of the series has to to the

downstream from the dam. Take overall effi e head

is 155 m.

5.

u0J

Sp.lut.= L2.35 KN/mt

Month I 2
4 A+ 5 6 7 I 9 10 1l 12

Discharge, m3/s i 150 I 140 1450 i830 1700 15s0 I 11s0 1000 850 400 | 480 960

Note: The months are as per Nepalese calendar i.e I as Baishakh and so on.
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6. A concrete dam of trapezoidal section is of height 50 m with upstream vertical face. Top

width, ba.se width and freeboard are 4.5 m,42 m and 5 m respectively. Check the stability
of the darn against (i) Overturning (ii) sliding (iii) Tension and (ty) C*phing. The unit
weight of water is 10 KN/m', the unit weight of concrete js 25 Klttr/m' and Crushing
strength of the material l0 kglcr*. Take angle of intemal friction (0:37"), uplift
coefficient 0.8. Consider self-weight, hydraulic pressure and uplift pressure only. Mention
your recommendation. t8]

With considering turbulent effect, design a settling basin to remove'the sediment size
greater than 0.25 mm diameter. Assume design discharge of the basin is l0 m3/t and trap
efficiency as 95Yo. t8]

What is the main propose of spillway? List out the different t5rpe of spillway used in
hydropower projects. [1+5]

9- a) Differentiate between impulse and reaction turbines with the help of their
performance characteristics. 14]

b) What is the pupose of governor in a turbine? How does a centrifugal pump works? i4+4j

7.


